
Bizzy B is a highly regarded and influential producer from the early jungle and drum 'n' bass scene of the 1990s.

This retrospective collection of tracks showcases some of the highlights from his musical career.

His own influences are rooted in dub, ragga and old skool rave, which are all core elements considered for the

design and illustrations overall style. The graphical temples and zion-esque central lion theme are set against a

highly polished, rave-like environment that evokes a sense esoteric and arcane mysticism.

Bizzy B is a highly regarded and influential producer from the early jungle and drum 'n' bass scene of the 1990s.

This retrospective collection of tracks showcases some of the highlights from his musical career.

His own influences are rooted in dub, ragga and old skool rave, which are all core elements considered for the

design and illustrations overall style. The graphical temples and zion-esque central lion theme are set against a

highly polished, rave-like environment that evokes a sense esoteric and arcane mysticism.

electronic

ARTIST:Luga. ALBUM:Behind The Lights.

CLIENT:Distant Noise Records.

RELEASED:2010. United Kingdom

Ben Curzon. London. United Kingdom

DESIGNER:Ben Curzon

www.bencurzon.com

UK based musician, Luga, creates etherial, electronic songs and soundscapes. The brief for the album artwork was

to reflect this, with a crisp, narrative non-specific feel, that was ultimately beautiful and eye-catching to look at.

The effervescent light photographic treatment is contrasted with strong, simple typographic design.

UK based musician, Luga, creates etherial, electronic songs and soundscapes. The brief for the album artwork was

to reflect this, with a crisp, narrative non-specific feel, that was ultimately beautiful and eye-catching to look at.

The effervescent light photographic treatment is contrasted with strong, simple typographic design.

Drum 'n' Bass        Jungle        Hardcore

ARTIST:Bizzy B. ALBUM:Retrospective.

CLIENT:Planet Mu Records. RELEASED:2009.

United Kingdom

Ben Curzon. London. United Kingdom

DESIGNER:Ben Curzon

www.bencurzon.com
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rock

BAND:The Rolling Stones.

ALBUM:Rolled Gold - The Very Best of

The Rolling Stones. CLIENT:Universal

Music. RELEASED:2008. 

Zip Design. London. UK

DESIGN & ART DIRECTION:James White

ILLUSTRATION:Alex Trochut

www.zipdesign.co.uk

12 13

The re-design for this seminal 1975

album was chosen from five other

ideas by the public. We liaised with

Universal and discussed their market

research feedback to get the sleeve

into its final shape. This compilation

remains the finest introduction to the

Rolling Stones.

The re-design for this seminal 1975

album was chosen from five other

ideas by the public. We liaised with

Universal and discussed their market

research feedback to get the sleeve

into its final shape. This compilation

remains the finest introduction to the

Rolling Stones.
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The featured designs are part of our ongoing release series with each title named after a small town in my North

German home region Mecklenburg. Travelling there with photographer Andreas Gehrke, we let ourselves be inspired 

by found objects that in an abstract way aim to reflect our label´s musical output and state of mind.

The featured designs are part of our ongoing release series with each title named after a small town in my North

German home region Mecklenburg. Travelling there with photographer Andreas Gehrke, we let ourselves be inspired 

by found objects that in an abstract way aim to reflect our label´s musical output and state of mind.

Tech-House

BAND:Rundfunk 3000. ALBUM:Zirtow [EP].

CLIENT:Acker Records. RELEASED:2008.

BAND:Andre Crom & Luca Doobie.

ALBUM:Peetsch [EP]. CLIENT:Acker Records.

RELEASED:2009. 

Contentismissing. Berlin. Germany

DESIGNER:Jens Lembke

PHOTOGRAPHY:Andreas Gehrke

www.contentismissing.net

1514

Drum &Bass

BAND:June Miller. ALBUM:Nine/Drowning Man.

CLIENT:Inside Recordings. RELEASED:2010. 

Sig Vicious. Reykjavik. Iceland

DESIGNER:Siggeir Hafsteinsson

www.digital.sys.is

This was a great follow up from the release they had on Horizons. Icelandic landscape in full effect that just makes

you want to lick the cover.

This was a great follow up from the release they had on Horizons. Icelandic landscape in full effect that just makes

you want to lick the cover.
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John Gilsenan designed the artwork for the Script's

debut album campaign. The album is full big

anthemic pop songs about love and loss. The

album illustration depicts the moment love strikes

taking you beyond your day to day existence for

a special moment in time. Each singles sleeve is

then a literal depiction of a songs lyrics in the

same 'stage set' style. The theme carried through

the album booklet with the elements from the

singles used to tell the story of the album.

John Gilsenan designed the artwork for the Script's

debut album campaign. The album is full big

anthemic pop songs about love and loss. The

album illustration depicts the moment love strikes

taking you beyond your day to day existence for

a special moment in time. Each singles sleeve is

then a literal depiction of a songs lyrics in the

same 'stage set' style. The theme carried through

the album booklet with the elements from the

singles used to tell the story of the album.

pop

BAND:The Script. ALBUM:Talk You Down.

CLIENT:Sony. RELEASED:2009.

IWANT. London. United Kingdom

DESIGNER / ILLUSTRATION:John Gilsenan

www.iwantdesign.co.uk

Alternative

BAND:Mademoiselle Caro & Franck Garcia.

ALBUM:LEFT. CLIENT:Buzzin' Fly Records.

RELEASED:2010.

IWANT. London. United Kingdom

DESIGNER:John Gilsenan

www.iwantdesign.co.uk

French duo Mademoiselle Caro and Franck Garica's second album title LEFT. is a reference to the Parisian Left Bank

movement. I wanted to capture something of the 'cool' left bank Goddard-esque imagery without feeling too retro.

Using black and white images of the duo with their thick rimmed glasses bitmapped on a hot bright colour with bold

angular type captured the image the band were looking for.

French duo Mademoiselle Caro and Franck Garica's second album title LEFT. is a reference to the Parisian Left Bank

movement. I wanted to capture something of the 'cool' left bank Goddard-esque imagery without feeling too retro.

Using black and white images of the duo with their thick rimmed glasses bitmapped on a hot bright colour with bold

angular type captured the image the band were looking for.
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POP

BAND:McFly. ALBUM:Motion In The

Ocean Special Tour DVD Edition.

CLIENT:Island Records. RELEASED:2006. 

Zip Design. London. UK

DESIGN / ILLUSTRATION:Neil Bowen

PHOTOGRAPHY:Ellis Parminder

www.zipdesign.co.uk

Taking McFly’s graphics back to a pop edge for this campaign, we commissioned Ellis Parrinder who took

some great underwater shots to bring to life the album title ‘Motion in the Ocean’.

Taking McFly’s graphics back to a pop edge for this campaign, we commissioned Ellis Parrinder who took

some great underwater shots to bring to life the album title ‘Motion in the Ocean’.

Naibu wanted something with Asian feel to it. I used a part of kimono dress to make the imagery.

Naibu wanted something with Asian feel to it. I used a part of kimono dress to make the imagery.

Drum &Bass

BAND:Naibu. ALBUM:Discrete EP.

CLIENT:Horizons Music. RELEASED:2009. 

Sig Vicious. Reykjavik. Iceland

DESIGNER:Siggeir Hafsteinsson

www.digital.sys.is

1918
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Hardcore       metal

ARTIST:Manhattan Skyline. ALBUM:Curses

CLIENT:Manhattan Skyline / Fysisk Format.

RELEASED:2009. 

Anti. Oslo. Norway

DESIGNERS:

Fredrik Melby & Hans Marius Midtgarden

www.anti-ink.com

Cover design for Manhattan Skyline's debut album entitled

"Curses". We wanted to create a haunting and morbid cover

with a design that accented each song on the album.

Limited edition poster for Manhattan Skyline's Club Øya gig.

Three different designs.

Cover design for Manhattan Skyline's debut album entitled

"Curses". We wanted to create a haunting and morbid cover

with a design that accented each song on the album.

Limited edition poster for Manhattan Skyline's Club Øya gig.

Three different designs.
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Mathcore

BAND:Medic, Medic!. ALBUM:Insight [EP].

CLIENT:Delicious Music. RELEASED:2009.

Limited edition CD packaging

Parasite For Art. Togliatti. Russia

DESIGNER / ILLUSTRATOR:PFA

parasiteforart@gmail.com

Medic, Medic! INSIGHT debut ep Moscow math-core band. We used rough collages and dirty colours what to transfer

specificity of their rough and broken music.

Medic, Medic! INSIGHT debut ep Moscow math-core band. We used rough collages and dirty colours what to transfer

specificity of their rough and broken music.

Taking psych-rock as their cue, a record worthy

of the hype and something that needed a suiting

cover and band logo. In conjunction with Andy

Irwin and photographer DanNoone, a psychedelic

set was constructed in an old warehouse over 5

days with every piece being thought out. The idea

behind Vessels was to create artwork that depicts

some of us are real, some of us are fake. Some

of us don’t see it, some of us do. Some of us

don’t care, some of us wish we didn’t... We’re all

just Vessels. The ideawas to have the band

inconspicuously in a room of people (vessels),

people that had no particular reason for being

there.

Taking psych-rock as their cue, a record worthy

of the hype and something that needed a suiting

cover and band logo. In conjunction with Andy

Irwin and photographer DanNoone, a psychedelic

set was constructed in an old warehouse over 5

days with every piece being thought out. The idea

behind Vessels was to create artwork that depicts

some of us are real, some of us are fake. Some

of us don’t see it, some of us do. Some of us

don’t care, some of us wish we didn’t... We’re all

just Vessels. The ideawas to have the band

inconspicuously in a room of people (vessels),

people that had no particular reason for being

there.

Psych-rock

BAND:Wolf & Cub. ALBUM:Vessels.

CLIENT:Wolf & Cub. RELEASED:2008. 

Mash. Adelaide. Australia

DESIGNER:James Brown & Andy Irwin

PHOTOGRAPHY:Dan Noone

www.mashdesign.com.au
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Mathcore experimental free jazz

BAND:Penny Flame. ALBUM:[EP].

CLIENT:Delicious Music. RELEASED:2010.

Limited edition CD packaging

Parasite For Art. Togliatti. Russia

DESIGNER / ILLUSTRATOR:PFA

parasiteforart@gmail.com

Drum &Bass

BAND:June Miller. ALBUM:Converge/Neurosis.

CLIENT:Horizons Music. RELEASED:2009. 

Sig Vicious. Reykjavik. Iceland

DESIGNER:Siggeir Hafsteinsson

www.digital.sys.is

The greatest thing working for Horizons Music is that I can almost do whatever I want. Here I was asked to do

something organic. 

The greatest thing working for Horizons Music is that I can almost do whatever I want. Here I was asked to do

something organic. 

The abstract expressionism in this work underlines specificity experimental free jazz, and the main image expressing

aggression - elements grindcore / Mathcore.

The abstract expressionism in this work underlines specificity experimental free jazz, and the main image expressing

aggression - elements grindcore / Mathcore.
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Aggressive music and the social protest in texts Original bastards have pushed us on idea of creation of chaotically

located images deriding political, financial and religious sights of people.

Aggressive music and the social protest in texts Original bastards have pushed us on idea of creation of chaotically

located images deriding political, financial and religious sights of people.

30 31

“Twang”, this special guitar-sound (usual in old western music) opened us a great field of visual interpretations.

Thinking of childrens fantasy we created a world of mixed imagination and reality. On the cover we soon had

this picture of an egg slicer on which nearly everybody had once in his life this guitar-twang experience...

“Twang”, this special guitar-sound (usual in old western music) opened us a great field of visual interpretations.

Thinking of childrens fantasy we created a world of mixed imagination and reality. On the cover we soon had

this picture of an egg slicer on which nearly everybody had once in his life this guitar-twang experience...

Lounge       electro       jazz

BAND:De Phazz. ALBUM:Days of Twang.

CLIENT:Phazzadelic. RELEASED:2007.

UC graphic. Heidelberg. Germany

DESIGNER / ILLUSTRATOR:Evelyn Mantei,

Kathrin Holtkamp, Ulrich Ambach

PHOTOGRAPHY of Dephazz:Claus Geiss

www.ucgraphic.de

technical grindcore
experimental       trash

BAND:Original Bastards. ALBUM:One.

CLIENT:Ob (band). RELEASED:2009.

Limited edition vinyl 7" single

Parasite For Art. Togliatti. Russia

DESIGNER / ILLUSTRATOR:PFA

parasiteforart@gmail.com
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I had the idea to translate the concept of a childish

jumping jack into something more sexy, club-like

and ironic. I split the jumping jack into single parts,

from which you can put your “new you” together.

On the record itself (side A and B) I played with

female-male identities. In the videos I took it further

and made a more surreal composition.

I had the idea to translate the concept of a childish

jumping jack into something more sexy, club-like

and ironic. I split the jumping jack into single parts,

from which you can put your “new you” together.

On the record itself (side A and B) I played with

female-male identities. In the videos I took it further

and made a more surreal composition.

Electronic Deep House

BAND:Eve White. ALBUM:New You EP.

CLIENT:Contentismissing. RELEASED:2008. 

Contentismissing. Berlin. Germany

DESIGN:Nadim Habib

ILLUSTRATION:Jan Stoewe

www.contentismissing.net

34 35
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The concept of this album campaign was to give a misalligned & a glitch art aesthetic, the genre of music is “wonky

pop” which is pop mixed in with electro creating happy upbeat music. The logo that was created was strong enough

to form the cover creating a minimal but inriguing image which was juxtapositioned with crazy glitch inside cover

spreads. The type was also treated like this. The idea was to create a minimal outer shell with more of a crazy interior

much like the music.

The concept of this album campaign was to give a misalligned & a glitch art aesthetic, the genre of music is “wonky

pop” which is pop mixed in with electro creating happy upbeat music. The logo that was created was strong enough

to form the cover creating a minimal but inriguing image which was juxtapositioned with crazy glitch inside cover

spreads. The type was also treated like this. The idea was to create a minimal outer shell with more of a crazy interior

much like the music.

Wonky  Pop

BAND:Tommy Sparks. ALBUM:Tommy Sparks.

CLIENT:Island Records. RELEASED:2009. 

Red Design. Brighton. Uk

ART DIRECTION / DESIGN:Red Design

ILLUSTRATION:Red Design

www.red-design.co.uk

38 39
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pop

BAND:Madonna.

ALBUM:Madonna, Celebration (Originally titled "Hits").

CLIENT:Warner Brothers Records. RELEASED:2009. 

Adam&Company. Boston. USA

DESIGN / ART DIRECTION:Adam Larson at Adam&Co.

ILLUSTRATION:Adam Larson

www.adamncompany.com

40 41

Concepto de Packaging (proyecto no publicado).

Cuando se terminó el contrato de 25 años que

tenía con Warner Brothers, Madonna iba a lanzar

un disco de grandes éxitos definitivo que repasaría

toda su carrera hasta el momento, titulado

simplemente “Hits”. Adam&Co. recibió el encargo

de desarrollar los conceptos de packaging para

el lanzamiento. Este concepto ilustra un digipack

de 6 paneles con una envoltura de plástico

transparente y 1 estuche serigrafiado de color.

El digipack se pliega y revela a Madonna posando

en la señal de cruz. 

El librillo que acompaña el paquete se diseñó de

modo que pareciera una Biblia. Cada capítulo

contiene texto sobre cada uno de los álbumes de

su carrera, acompañado por una ilustración única

que hace referencia a su estilo en esa época.

Packaging concept (unpublished project). As her

25 year contract with Warner Brothers came to an

end, Madonna was to release a definitive greatest

hits record that would catalogue her career to date,

simply titled "Hits". Adam&Co. was commissioned

to develop packaging concepts for the release.

This concept illustrates a 6-panel digi-pak enclosed

in a clear plastic, 1 color silk-screened sleeve. The

digi-pak folds out to reveal Madonna posed in the

sign of the cross.

The booklet that accompanied the package was

designed to resemble a bible. Each chapter

contains text around each album of her career,

accompanied by a unique illustration that references

her stylings from that era.
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Hip-Hop       pop

ARTIST:Chris Lee. ALBUM:Love Ghost

CLIENT:Chris Lee. RELEASED:2009. 

Anti. Oslo. Norway

DESIGNER:Martin Stousland & Christian Bielke

PHOTO:Pål Laukli

www.anti-ink.com

42 43

The concept behind the artwork is based around the title of the album, "Love Ghost". How would a ghost actually look

like? How would a "Love Ghost" look like? At the same time it was important that the album cover suited the music as

well as it is visible in the record store. We wanted to create an expression that was based around photography and

typography that was easy to recognise in all type of medias, from posters to web banners. It was also important that

the typography worked well together with the images, to create a contrast to the light feel of the images.

The concept behind the artwork is based around the title of the album, "Love Ghost". How would a ghost actually look

like? How would a "Love Ghost" look like? At the same time it was important that the album cover suited the music as

well as it is visible in the record store. We wanted to create an expression that was based around photography and

typography that was easy to recognise in all type of medias, from posters to web banners. It was also important that

the typography worked well together with the images, to create a contrast to the light feel of the images.

Electronica       techno

ARTIST:Of Norway. ALBUM:Throned by Icewinds.

CLIENT:Troll Records. RELEASED:2010. 

Anti. Oslo. Norway

DESIGNER:Martin Stousland

www.anti-ink.com

The goal for this release was to create a design which re"ected the atmosphere and mood of the track. The norwegian

link is obviously there, but we wanted to create an "icecold" design that gave a feeling of scandinavia without the

typical clichees.

The combination of the icecrystals and the models creates a mysterious, cold and crispy feeling that gives a good

indication of the music and makes it intriguing, as well as it suited the title and name of the duo very well.

The goal for this release was to create a design which re"ected the atmosphere and mood of the track. The norwegian

link is obviously there, but we wanted to create an "icecold" design that gave a feeling of scandinavia without the

typical clichees.

The combination of the icecrystals and the models creates a mysterious, cold and crispy feeling that gives a good

indication of the music and makes it intriguing, as well as it suited the title and name of the duo very well.
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Cutting  edge  orchestral  drums

BAND:Destructive Drums.

ALBUM:A distorted generation.

CLIENT:Rick Powell. RELEASED:2006 - PP Music. 

DOSE-productions. Edinburgh. UK

DESIGNER / ILLUSTRATION:Sam Hayles

www.dose-productions.com

PP Music wanted some dark abstract imagery. I used Photoshop and many layers of textures to create the artwork.

I also used Cinema 4D to create the logo in 3D and some particles elements.

PP Music wanted some dark abstract imagery. I used Photoshop and many layers of textures to create the artwork.

I also used Cinema 4D to create the logo in 3D and some particles elements.

54 55

This was the second sleeve I did for Data. I wanted to do something much lighter than the The Prologue EP

cover and something that could work as a series of sleeves. Organic but with some mystery to it.

This was the second sleeve I did for Data. I wanted to do something much lighter than the The Prologue EP

cover and something that could work as a series of sleeves. Organic but with some mystery to it.

Drum &Bass

BAND:Data. ALBUM:Visualizations Vol.1.

CLIENT:Horizons Music. RELEASED:2010. 

Sig Vicious. Reykjavik. Iceland

DESIGNER:Siggeir Hafsteinsson

www.digital.sys.is
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The artwork for this project is a mix of collage, photoshop and hand drawings. I created textures, paint splatters and

used scans of old paper and elements from old medical books.

The artwork for this project is a mix of collage, photoshop and hand drawings. I created textures, paint splatters and

used scans of old paper and elements from old medical books.

Metal

BAND:Skin The Pig.

ALBUM:The Ties That Bind.

CLIENT:Matt Geary. RELEASED:2008 

DOSE-productions. Edinburgh. UK

DESIGNER / ILLUSTRATION:Sam Hayles

www.dose-productions.com

56 57
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Tim Simenon from Bomb The Bass was asking us to create 5 moody, grainy, sci-fi artworks for his Bomb The

Bass releases "Back To Light" album and the 4 included singles "The Infinites", "Boy/Girl", "Up The Mountain"

and "X Ray Eyes". Formats: Vinyl, CD and Digital Releases.

Tim Simenon from Bomb The Bass was asking us to create 5 moody, grainy, sci-fi artworks for his Bomb The

Bass releases "Back To Light" album and the 4 included singles "The Infinites", "Boy/Girl", "Up The Mountain"

and "X Ray Eyes". Formats: Vinyl, CD and Digital Releases.

Techno

BAND:Bomb The Bass.

ALBUM:Back To Light.

CLIENT:Bomb The Bass, !K7.

RELEASED:2010. 

Buro Destruct. Bern. Switzerland

DESIGNER / ILLUSTRATOR:Lopetz

www.burodestruct.net

5958
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Sam Geiser aka Deetron is a Techno DJ, Producer based in Bern was asking us to create 5 artworks

for his Deetron releases "Twisted" album and the 4 vinyl singles/remixes "I Cling", "Let's Get Over It", "Life

Soundtrack" and "The Afterlife". Formats: Vinyls, CD and Digital Releases.

Sam Geiser aka Deetron is a Techno DJ, Producer based in Bern was asking us to create 5 artworks

for his Deetron releases "Twisted" album and the 4 vinyl singles/remixes "I Cling", "Let's Get Over It", "Life

Soundtrack" and "The Afterlife". Formats: Vinyls, CD and Digital Releases.

Techno

BAND:Deetron. ALBUM:Twisted.

CLIENT:Deetron, Music Man.

RELEASED:2006. 

Buro Destruct. Bern. Switzerland

DESIGNER / ILLUSTRATOR:Lopetz

www.burodestruct.net

64 65
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Here the direction went towards a play on the title of the record. There is always a duality in all the drawings of the

album. The cover is of two beasts battleing ad nauseam and merging into each other until one vomits an magi.

The color choice refers old school Hardcore records of the early 80's and their low production values. The lettering is

a nod to Soft Machine.

Here the direction went towards a play on the title of the record. There is always a duality in all the drawings of the

album. The cover is of two beasts battleing ad nauseam and merging into each other until one vomits an magi.

The color choice refers old school Hardcore records of the early 80's and their low production values. The lettering is

a nod to Soft Machine.

Noise  Rock

BAND:AIDS Wolf vs Athletic Automaton.

ALBUM:Clash Of The Life-Force Warriors.

CLIENT:Skin Graft Records. RELEASED:2007. 

Seripop. Montreal. Canada

DESIGNERS:Yannick Desranleau and Chloe Lum

www.seripop.com

66 67
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